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MS DEBORAH HALLAM 
18 / 13 - 19 ANGOPHORA CT 
WARRIEWOOD NSW 

RE: DA2021/2083 -5  Forest Road WARRIEWOOD NSW 2102 

I am strongly opposed to the increase in students at the school, which at the current level 
already causes huge traffic and parking problems. 
My home backs onto the school and P platers form years 11 and 12 already take all street 
parking during the day, and the very high number of students who are driven to school use 
Angophora Street as a drop off circuit, often double parking, parking across driveways and 
driving in the middle of the street. 

The increase of 250 students will increase the number of cars associated with this including 
approximately 70-80 more senior students and their cars. This is unacceptable. 

The local area is growing and with the further developments and the extended 
playground/recreational areas being built will already bring more cars with parents bringing 
children who also compete for the limited parking. 

We already have problems with garbage and delivery trucks accessing the street, and are 
forced to park illegally. Emergency vehicles have also had problems and have already had to 
park in the middle of the road and block all traffic because of the narrowness of the street and 
the already full parking. 

It is already impossible for me to find parking near my own home should I need to leave before 
the students arrive and return mid morning and am forced to park some distance away, often 
several streets. Wet weather things are worse and there is no availability for deliveries or 
visitors. 

The last development application from the school indicated use of existing property but 
resulted in 2 or 3 stories being added which has also adversely affected television and 
broadband reception and to accommodate extra students further development of property will 
exacerbate this problem. 

Please do not allow this. 
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